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POLARIZATION OBSERVABLES IN ELEMENTARY K--PHOTOPRODUCTION"=1

H.A. Adelseck and B. Saghai

DPIiN-HE, CEN-Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-Vvette Cedex, France

The theoretical and expérimental status of positive kaon

photoproduction off protons from threshold up to 1.4 GeV is

briefly reviewed. A model based on Feynman diagrams including

several hadronic resonance exchanges is presented. The results

of this model are compared utth the differential cross section

and the ^.-polarization asymmetry data. Predictions on other

polarization observables are reported and the need for further

measurements Is emphasized.

I. INTRODUCTION

The main field of Interest In intermediate energy physics has been

nucleon-nucleon interactions as well as the properties and the behavior of

the first baryonic resonance, where at the subnucleonlc level only u- and

d-quarks are involved. The quantum number of strangeness brought about by

the s-quark introduces a new degree of freedom into this dciiuin. It

requires the investigation of hyperon-nucleon (YN) and hyperon-hyperon (YY)

interactions, the production and propagation of strange hadronic resonances

and strangeness exchange mechanisms.

Reactions like (K" ,W ) or (ir* ,K" ) and kaon-nucleon scattering are the

most common methods in the domain of strangeness physics, botti

experimentally and theoretically /Do82/. However, because of the strongly

interacting nature of both the incident and the outgoing particles with the

target nucléons the extraction of quantitative informations remains very

model dependent.

An attractive alternative to hadronic processes is the use of

electromagnetic probes /Co89/. In this procedure, distortions in the

incident and outgoing channels are largely reduced due to the rather weakly

interacting nature of both the photon and the K" with hadrons. The weakness

of these interactions then justifies a first-order theoretical description

of the reliction, but results in smaller cross sections than those oT

hadronic reactions.

After two decades of investigations, the field of the electromagnetic

production of strangeness has been dormant since the mid-seventies mainly

due to the luck of adequate experimental facilities. Recent theuruticiil

studies of K' photo- and electroproduction /CoB9/ havtj been motivated by

the new generation of accelerators, which will provide continuous, high

current and polarized beams in the energy domain of a few OeV; the

threshold for the elementary reaction

t • p -» K- A

being at 0.911 QeV.

The effort in understanding kaon photoproduction off the nucliion J s

crucial in our knowledge of the fundamental KYN coupling constants as well

as the reaction mechanisms. Besides, it is a first step in further studies

of strangeness in nuclei.

In this contribution we use the most recent model /AdBS, AdSB/ for the

photoproduction operator which is based on a few selected first-order

Feynman diagrams showing the importance of nucléon-, hyperon-, and

kaon-resonance exchange terms. The relevant coupling constants therein are

obtained by a phenomenological analysis of the available data.

In the second section we give a short review of the theoretical

formalism for the reaction under consideration (a complete description can

be found in Ref. /AdB5/). The current status of the experimental situation

is summarized in the third section. In the last section we study the

sensitivity of different observables to various ingredients of the model.

We conclude with suggestions about future experimental studies and possible

theoretical improvemen ts.

II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In this section we give a short description of the theoretical

technique employed in our study of the elementary process "r + p -» K' + A 1

We recall that the methods used in the theoretical investigation or k/ion

photoproduction can be classified into three different categories:

a) dispersion relations (e.g. /NeBB/),

b) multipole analyses (e.g. /Sc70/), and

c) isobaric models (e.g. /Re 72/).

Dispersion relations provide a very powerful tool in the study of pion

photoproduction up to the energy region of the A-resonance, but they face

severe problems in the case of kaon production. The reason buing the ruther

large rest mass of the kaon and the A-N muss difference which requin; a



liiRh threshold rnergy (Wj",= 1610 MeV) nnd, hpnce, nllow the pxchnriRe nr

mimot-ouK pnrticlos mul rpsonnnrrs rven 111 thr< unphysicni rppinn bnlow t tin

K-A thrnshold.

The methorl of multipole analyses requires n large number of free

pnrnmelrrs (~ 20) to be adjusted. The phenomenological results obtained by

sevprnl authors show a too small contribution (~ 2OJ!) of the

intnnrcdiate-state resonances and underestimate the cross section data.

A further shortcoming common to both of these approaches is the

non-trivial transformation property of the formalisms. We resolve this

problem by applying a diagrammatic technique and, thus, constructing a

l.orentz-invarinnt operator. In this approach, lowest-order f'eynman

(.lingi-ams, stiown in Figure 1, represent the Barn terms and the contributions

Table 1

Particles of interest and low sptn resonances up to IBOO KeV /Ag8B/.

Tnrticle J Mass (MeV) Width (MeV)

P
K'
A
^1

K''
Kl (1280)

Nl(H'IO)

N2U520)

N3U535)
Ni(1650)

N5(17OO)

N6(171O)

N7U72O)

Yl(li05)

Y2(1600)

Y3(167O)

Yi(1800)

Y5U8OO)

Y6(16G0)

Y7H75O)

1/2-

o-
1/2-

1/2-

1"

r
1/2'

3/2-
1/2-

1/2-

3/2"
1/2-

3/2'

1/2"

1/2'

1/2-

1/2-
1/2-

1/2-

1/2-

938.2796

193-667
III5.6

1192.16

892.I

1260 to 1280

1'(OO to 1180

1510 to 1530

1520 to 1560

1620 to 16B0

1670 to 1730

1680 to 1710

1690 to 1800

H05
1560 to 1700

1660 to 1G80

1720 to 1850

1750 to 1850

1630 to 1690

1730 to 1820

51.
70
120

100

100

100

70

90

125

30
50

25
200

50
10
60

3
to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

110
350
1'IO

250

200

120

130

250

50
250
50
100

250

200

160

( 90)

(200)

(125)

(150)

(150)
(100)

(110)

(200)

( 10)

(150)

( 35)

(300)

(150)

(100)

( 90)

arising from the excitntion of intermediate rosonnnt states, nhovp ns well

as below the KA threshold. The physical values of the states considnrnd in

this study are given in Table 1.

Up to now, there exist large discrepancies between KYN coupling

constants determined from hadronic interactions with values derived via

electromagnetic probes /Ad88/. Even though it is possible to achieve a

reasonable fit when the main couplings (g,/*,» n"d B,,rN) ore constrained to

their predicted SU(J) values, the data do not seem to prefer those values

when a Xs analysis is performed (Table 2). The SU(3) symmetry relates the

KYN coupling constants /Su63/ to the well known g^NN (= 13.90 ± 0.39)

/DuSJ/. Using in addition SU(6) symmetry /Gu64/ yields the following

results:

15-0, 0.6. = 5-0 .

The concern of our work is an extensive investigation of the domain of

electromagnetic probes. However, for a meaningful comparison more advanced

studies in the hadronic field are desirable.

We obtain the coupling constants by performing a phenomenological

analysis of the available data /La73/. The currently existing data cuver

only the domain of differential cross section and final state

A-polarization asymmetry results. Due to the poor quality of these

measurements, especially of the asymmetry data, the parameters cannot be

sufficiently constrained. Compared to the differential cross sections, we

find polarization observables to be much more selective, but to date only a

very restricted number of these experiments has been performed.

Table 2

and KIN coupling constants. See text for the explanation of models.

Model gKj.N/ ")

1

2

3

2.i0

1.98

1.30

-O.O599

-O.313

-2.27

8.722

6.132

1.903

") the Fits Include a U data up to l.*l CeV; models 1, 2 and 3 contain 'f, 6

and 9 free parameters, respectively.
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Figure 1 Feynman diagrams for the process r p -» K' A . (a)-(c) shou the

Born terms, (d) stands for the 2?-exchange, (e) and (e') repre-

sent the spin-1 kaon resonances K'' and Hl, (f) and (g) stand for

the spin 1/2 and 3/2 nucléon resonances, and (h) represent' the

spin 1/2 fiyperon resonances.

The numerical values of Lhe K W and KSN coupling constants together

with the corresponding reduced ?r' are shown in Table 2 (where we have used

-1-59 Hfc f°r the A-£ transition moment /Pe86/). The first model contains

only the contributions of the diagrams (a)-(d) and the K'* exchange diagram

(e] (Figure 1). Model 2 adds diagram (f) coming from the resonances Nl and

N'l (Table 1), and Model 3 further includes diagrams (e') and (h) accounting

for the exchange of Kl and Y3« Based on X2 considerations we do not find

much need for the exchange of spin 3/2 nucleonic resonances (diagram (g))

and additional hadronic spin 1/2 resonances, while the inclusion of the Kl

resonance improves the fit considerably. In addition, we remark that the

KAN coupling constant approaches its value from hadronic determinations.

The still rather large x2 is an indication of inconsistencies in the data

set.

Due to the poor data we do not attach any significance to the specific

values of the remaining terms. However, we do notice that they change

smoothly and do not show any erratic behaviour when resonances are being

added to the expansion.

The most general cross section for photoproduction of pseudoscalar

particles can bu written in the form

S (2.1)

where

-* A AA
(a.kj(e.q) (2.2)

A A

The functions J1 are the CGLN amplitudes /ChS7/, k and q are unit vectors

in the center-of-momentum frame in the direction of the photon and kaon
A

momentum, respectively, and € is the photon polarization vector. The

Lorentz-invariant form of the scattering amplitude is given by

u(pft.sA) u(pp,sp) (2.3)

where the matrices M. and the amplitudes A can be found e.g. in Hef.

/AdQS/.

As can be seen from Equations (2.2) and (2.3), the most general

scattering amplitude is uniquely specified by the knowledge of M cumplex

functions. In general, because of the presence of 3 pai-Licles wiili 2 spin



stalps ench, there are (21=) 8 amplitudes. Due to parity conservation in

electromagnet ic Interactions, this number is reduced to 1I complex

amplitudes /JaS9/. Our goal is to obtain complete information on these

functions. Experimentally, this is done by mapping the angular and energy

dependence of the amplitudes where for each kinematical choice we need to

know 1 complex or equivalently 8 real values. Since we are only able to

determine the scattering amplitude up to an overall phase, we thus need 7

independent measurements from which to extract 7 real values.

Because each physical observable is a real bilinear form of the

amplitude (2.2), we can construct IS distinct observables /SiB?/. These

correspond to the differential cross section, single and double

polarization processes.

When dealing with polarization observables it is useful to rewrite

expression (2.2) in terms of transversity amplitudes where the quantization
A A

axis for the proton and lambda spins is parallel to the vector k*q.

Sometimes one may also find the helicity representation useful where the

proton and lambda are described by spinors with well defined projections

onto their respective momentum vectors. We do not show the analytical

expressions at this point but only give a list of all the 16 observables

(Table 3) /BaVS/.

The 16 observables shown ir. Table 3 are not independent. The following

nonlinear relations among them can be found:

E2 • F2 • C* * H2 = 1 • P2 - 2? - T2

FC - EH = P - TS

C2 * C2 t O2 + O2 = 1 • T2 - P2 - Z2

c,°, " C,°*- PZ
7I *

(2.1)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

Table 3

Observables in pseudoscalar meson photoproduction

1. d<j/dn differential cross section

- Single polarization measurements:

2. P lambda polarization asymmetry

3. Z polarized photon asymmetry
1I. T polarized target asymmetry

- Double polarization measurements:

» Beam - Target

5- E

6.
7.
8.
o

9.
10.

11.

12.

o

13.
11.
15-
16.

F
G

H

Beam - Recoil

C,

c!
o.

Target - Recoil

T,
T1
L,
L,

quantization axes are defined as Follows:

A A A

y : Prx P, ,

A A A
y ' : P r * P,

A AA
x = yxz

Polarization" of
T p A

x '
A A
y'xz' ,

T L - T L = Z - PT (2.9)

In addition, various inequalities can be derived /Ba?5, Go?4/ which impose

more or less strong bounds on certain observables depending on the

numerical values or the others. Thus, given the differential cross section

and the three single polarization observables there is still need for three

p : photon l inearly polarized (0, it/2 w. r . t . scattering plane)
c : photon circularly polarized
t : photon l inearly polarized (± TT/1) w. r . t . scattering plane)



lu-

more measurements of double polarization observables tu determine tliu

amplitudes. Due to the relations 12.14-9), these measurements must nut all

be chosen from the same set (beam-target, beam-i'ecoll or recoil-target). At

least one of the experiments must be performed on a different set. The

sufficiency of this condition has been shown by Baker et aL. /Ba?5/. They

also demonstrated that these 7 measurements permit the determination of the

scattering amplitude only up to quadrant ambiguities. In order to resolve

these ambiguities two more experiments are required. Out of the needed I'ive

double polarization measurements Baker et al. showed that no four must come

from the same set. In summary, to obtain the amplitudes A. we need to

measure 9 out of the possible 16 observables.

Following the framework explained in this section we give estimates on

some of the observables' asymmetries in the subsequent sections.

HI. EKPERIHENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The experimental investigation of positive kaon photoproduction started

in the late fifties with first and rather poor quality high energy photon

beams. At the present time the complete collection of the data /La?3/ below

l.k GeV contains some 1'IO differential cross section and about 25 final

state A-polarization asymmetry measurements. Above this energy the data

base contains very few points spread over a wide energy range. Hence we

restrict our analysis to data within the energy range from threshold up to

1.1I GeV. Presently, there exist no experimental results on the other I1)

observables given in Table 3-

It is known that a phenomenoiogical analysis of these data even when

combined with the higher energy photo- and/or electro-production

measurements does not lead to a satisfactory determination of the free

parameters in the theoretical models /AdBB, SaBS/.

Before discussing the need for new measurements we describe briefly a

typical experimental method covering the most important features of

detection systems as reported in previous studies. Using an electron

synchrotron a photon bremsstrahlung beam is obtained with : intensity ~ 1O'J

equivalent quanta/sec, energy resolution ~ ± 25 MeV and spot size ~ 12 cm2.

The target is a liquid hydrogen target with a thickness of ~ 10 cm.

The crucial point in the identification of kaons is our ability in

handling the high background of e' , |i* , TT and p, mf.inly due to pion

photoproduction reactions, with the ratios N /N11 and Nn/NK being ~ 10'.

liesidos, onu has to keup in mind the life-times of K' and A as well us

their main decay cliuiuiels (say, witti braching ratio 2 I)S) /AIJBC/:

particle T (ns) Mode Fraction(JS) p (MeV/c)

K ' 12.37 H' v

TT" TT*

TT' TT' TT"

TI* Tï'TT"

TT"|1' V

Ti'e' V

PIT'

63-5

21.2

5-6

1.7
3-2
>i. 8

6'1.2

35-8

236
205
125

133
215
228

100

10'4

0.26

For these reasons, the kaons are analysed by a magnetic spectrometer

[UtX ~ 3 msr , ûp/p ~ 5x10"2) and identified in a subsequent scintillatur

counters telescope. In some cases, the experimental set-up is supplemented

by differential Cerenkov counter(sJ and/or observation of the K-dectiy

particles. The determination of the time of flight (length ~ 5 ">, time

resolution "* 500 ps) through the analysing magnet provides a redundunce in

the selection of kaons and, hence, permits a direct calibration of the

K* detection efficiency.

Because of experimental difficulties and low counting rules, Uie

statistical errors range from ~ ± l\% to ± 10#. The systematic uncertainties

are reported for only about 2/3 of the data points and are es limated to be

~ ± 1% to ± 10JK. So far, in all the phenomenological analyt-es of the data

only statistical errors have been included. This may explain the

inconsistencies between different sets of experimental results. A new

analysis with more realistic uncertainties taking into account both

statistical and systematic errors is in progress and the results will be

reported elsewhere.

Compared to the kaon detection, the measurement of the A-polarization

asymmetry is simpler The protons coming from A -* TT p are deLecled with

respect to the kinematic plane by measuring the up-down asymmetry («p ~

± 10"J in the number of protons using two sets of scinLillator (and

Cerenkov) counters telescopes without any magnetic analysis. The trigger

requires of course a validuLion from the kuoti-arm.

As we mentioned at the beginning of this section, there is a rather

large number of differential cross section data. But, on one hand, they

I t
12
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Xl

a.
a
X)

1/1

Xl
_a.
a

13

Vt

Xl
3.

c;

ta

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0. .

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0. ;
0.6~

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.

E1,0" -1.ZGeV (b)

H 1-

1.2GeV (c)

û PeG4
* Fe72
• Gr 67
O Go7l
D Fo 7!

•'

* • 4.4- "

-I. -0.75 -0.5 -0.25 O. 0.25 0.5 0.75 I.
COS G K

Figure 2 Comparison of the c.m.s. differential cross socttnn utth rinta.

for explanation of curves see the text.

12

suffer from the lnck of nccurnry nnd, on Um other hnnd, thny nrn snnt.f rrnil

InLo n too large plinse space of photon-energy nud knon nngln. TIIR only

angular distributions with more than 8 points nre those nt 1.2 nnd 1.3 GPV.

In Fig. 2 we show the results at the lower energy. The solid curve In FIR.

2a as well as Che curves in Figures 2b and 2c hove been obtained by fittiiiR

the complete set of data up to î.'l GeV nnd correspond to models 3t 2, and

I1 respectively (see Section II and Table 2). Although the comparison

between experiment and theory indicates a preference to the most complete

model, we are presently not able to conclude on the underlying mechanisms

of the reaction. The dashed (dotted) curve in Fig. 2a corresponds to the

one shown in Fig. 2b (2c) but using the relevant parameters as determined

in model 3- These two curves illustrate the sensitivity of the cross

section observable to the model's ingredients.

Figure 3 shows the predictions of models 1 to 3 for the A-polarization

asymmetry (P) with the appropriate parameters given in Table 2. The data

shown in this Tigure are a collection of all available data for kaon c.m.s.

angles between 85* and 95". Merc we sec iiRnin l.hnt the- ptieir qunl I Iy of lhn

data does not put any severe constraints on the free parameters.

o.

-o.l

Bo 64
X Fu70
a Gr 65
A Gr 67
A Th63

-0.7
0.9

Figure 3 Comparison of A-polartzatton asymmetry calculated at a kaon cms

angle of 90' uith data using model 1 (dotted curve), model 2

dashed curve) and model 3 (solid curve).



0.9 1.3 1.4

Figure 4 Energy dependence of the differential cross section at a Uaon

cm.s. cxnyle of 90', The notation agrees with Fig. 3.

it is obvious Lliut we m ed more accurate nnd abundant nnRul/ir

distribution and excitation function data for both do/dll and P. The present

state of the art in experimental nuclear physics (accelerators under

construction, thin window liquid targets, detectors, fast electronics and

powerful computers) will allow us to reach the desired accuracies (~ ± 5%).

The only specific requirement on the experimental set-up is the ability to

perform very forward angle measurements both for the kaon und the A-decny

proton.

IV. P1ÎED1CT10NS AND CONCLUSION

In this section we demonstrate the sensitivity of the dil'ferentinl

cross section and of a few selected polarization observables to Llie choice

of the particular model {Table 2). This will allow us to study the

contributions of the resonant states, thereby obtaining an understanding of

their relative importance. It further il Lustrâtes the feasibili ty of

measurements and their ability to distinguish between the suggested models.

We explu.n on Lwo representative figures the dependence on the domimint

coupling cons Lant gRrtN by varying this parameter by ± 10%. The purpose uf

these graphs is Lo show Lhe sensi Livi ty of" the observ,-ibJ<js to SHIM 11

vuriutions of Lhu K/V4 cuupliitg.

As we have scan in Figure 2, the avail MbIe angular distribution dutu Uo

noL discriminate between the differential cross sections predicted by

models 1, 2 and 3. To illustrate the energy dependence of the 3 models we:

show in Figure *l the differential cross section us u fuiicLion ol" photon lab

energy up to l.M GeV at a fixed kaon c.m.s. angle of 90*.

The most striking feature is the monotonous increase of the

differential cross section predicted by model 1, including the Horn terms

und £* and K'* exchange terms. The addition of the nucléon resonances Nl

und N4 (model 2) leads to a suppression near threshold us well us at

energies above 1.2 GeV. This tendency becomes even more pronounced when we

subsequently introduce the resonances Y3 and Kl (model 3)- However, the

maximum variation of the differential cross section above 1 GeV (at

9jj*= 90') does not exceed 20?!, thus requiring high precision measurements

to differentiate between the models.

Analogous to Fig. 2 we present in Figure 5 the predictions for the

A-polarization asymmetry P (Fig. 5a), the linearly polarized photon

asymmetry Z (Fig. 5b). and the asymmetry of the final-state lambda

polarization using a right circularly polarized beam C (Fig. 5c).

Remarkable are the different predictions of model 3 compared with Lhe

simpler models 1 and 2. In particular, the sign change of Z (Fig. 5D) makes

a measurement of this observable highly desirable. In case of Lhe

observables P and Cx . the sign of the predicted asymmetries agrees in the

three models but the shapes of the curves are sufficiently distinct to

allow for identification of the proper model.

In Figure 6 we use model 3 (solid curve) in the calculation of the

observables. The dotted (dashed) curve uses the same set of coupling

constants as the solid curve except for the value of the KAN coupling

constant which has been changed to 3*9 (^-7). i.e. reduced (increased) by

10%. Apart from extreme forward angles, the differential cross section

roughly scales with the KAiJ parameter (Fig. 6a). About the forward

direction, the slope of da/dTl appears to be raLher sensitive Lo sh/NtJ . A

more substantial reduction of the dominant coupling consLant might even

result in an inversion of the slope at extreme forward angles. In the

remaining region the curves are very similar demanding high precision,

absolute measurements of the differential cross secLion.

The differences in the predictions are more pronounced when looking at

the asymmetry parameter Cn (Fig. Uh). A lurger coupling constant suums La

"siDouthen" the asymmetry while a smaller cuupling constant increases Lhe

vuriaLion with angle.

If»
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Figure 5 Angular distribution of the asymmetry observables P, S and Cx
The notation agrees with Fig. 3.

CS
•o
-^
t>
XP

-0.6 h

-0.8 h

-1.0
-I. -0.75 -0.5 -0.25 0. 0.25 0.5 0.75

COS

Figure 6 Angular distribution of the differential cross section nni of CT

using model 3 (solid curve). In the calculation of the dottp.d

(dashed) curve the coupling constant gXMr has been reduced

(increased) by 107..
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Special cure needs to be taken when interpreting the figures displayed

in this section. Because of interference terms, there exists a subtle

interplay among the resonances involved in this reaction. Hence, at Lhe

present time it is not possible to make a final statement about the

absolute values of the asymmetry parameters due to the too large freedom in

the choice of the coupling constants. Measurements of polarization

observables are indispensable to put strong enough constraints on

theoretical models.

The graphs shown in the present contribution are only to be considered

as a representative sample of possible measurements. Other observables and

other kinematical choices than the ones presented here also offer

interesting features. The Bbsence of those graphs in this work does not

imply their irrelevance to the questions under consideration.

Concluding, we find that the currently existing data on elementary kaon

photoproduction, comprising differential cross section as well as

Final-state A-polarization asymmetry measurements, do not enable us to

discriminate between different theoretical models. The reason may be found

firstly in the poor quality of the outdated measurements, and secondly in

the lack of complete angular distributions and excitation functions.

Experiments on the new generation of accelerators employing

state-of-the-art detection devices will allow us to significantly improve

our underscanding of the photoproduction of strangeness. From a theoretical

point of view, the effect of KA final-state interactions /Ta88/ as well as

higher orôer terms needs to be investigated.
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